Whether motorized, manual, or fixed window shades, Graphic FlexShade® offers high-quality, large-format printing to communicate your message to potential customers. In-house, high-resolution custom digital printing features brilliant CMYK color reproduction to produce eye-catching window shade signage, trade show displays, sports facilities, and archival museum signage. In-house printing provides more control over the project and shorter lead times versus outsourcing a print job.

**FEATURES**
- High-quality images digitally produced with incredibly sharp detail.
- CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) inks offer brilliant, vibrant color reproduction throughout a wide color gamut.
- Water-based latex inks are UL ECOLOGO certified, and GREENGUARD GOLD certified with no off-gassing after curing.
- Offers a unique solution when signage restrictions exist.
- Graphic can be printed on either side of the shade.
- Create custom interior designs and color schemes by integrating printed shades.
- Display your logo or ad to the world by printing it on the shade side that faces outward.
- Retain view-through by printing on opaque or mesh shade material.
- White fabric required for best color accuracy.
- Available in virtually any FlexShade model.
- See instruction sheet for preferred artwork formats and sizes.
- See your Draper® representative for restrictions and available fabrics.
- Digital printing also available for video conferencing backgrounds.

**SIZES**
- Graphic shades available in any size that is offered in a window shade.

**FABRIC OPTIONS**
draperinc.com/windowshades/fabricoptions.aspx

**WARRANTY**
draperinc.com/warranty.aspx

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit: draperinc.com/windowshades/productdetail/32/graphic-flexshade